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Abstract — The speech recognition system is a completely assembled and easy to use programmable speech recognition circuit. Programmable, in the sense that the words (or vocal utterances) you want the circuit to recognize can be trained. This board allows you to experiment with many facets of speech recognition technology. It has 8 bit data out which can be interfaced with any microcontroller (ATMEL/PIC) for further development. Some of interfacing applications that can be made are authentication, controlling mouse of your computer and hence many other devices connected to it, controlling home appliances, robotics movements, speech assisted technologies, speech to text translation and many more.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Speech recognition will become the method of choice for controlling appliances, toys, tools and computers. At its most basic level, speech controlled appliances and tools allow the user to perform parallel tasks (i.e. hands and eyes are busy elsewhere) while working with the tool or appliance. The heart of the circuit is the HM2007 speech recognition IC. The IC can recognize 20 words, each word a length of 1.92 seconds.

This document is based on using the Speech recognition kit SR-07 from Images SI Inc in CPU-mode with an ATMega 128 as host controller. Troubles were identified when using the SR-07 in CPU-mode. Also the HM-2007 booklet (DS-HM2007) has missing/incorrect description of using the HM2007 in CPU-mode. This appendum is giving our experience in solving the problems when operating the HM2007 in CPU-Mode. A generic implementation of a HM2007 driver is appended as reference.[12]

II. OVERVIEW

The keypad and digital display are used to communicate with and program the HM2007 chip. The keypad is made up of 12 normally open momentary contact switches. When the circuit is turned on, “00” is on the digital display, the red LED (READY) is lit and the circuit waits for a command [27].

A. Training Words for Recognition

Press “1” (display will show “01” and the LED will turn off) on the keypad, then press the TRAIN key (the LED will turn on) to place circuit in training mode, for word one. Say the target word into the headset microphone clearly. The circuit signals acceptance of the voice input by blinking the LED off then on. The word (or utterance) is now identified as the “01” word. If the LED did not flash, start over by pressing “1” and then “TRAIN” key. You may continue training new words in the circuit. Press “2” then TRN to train the second word and so on. The circuit will accept and recognize up to 20 words (numbers 1 through 20). It is not necessary to train all word spaces. If you only require 10 target words that’s all you need to train.

B. Testing Recognition:

Repeat a trained word into the microphone. The number of the word should be displayed on the digital display. For instance, if the word “directory” was trained as word number 20, saying the word “directory” into the microphone will cause the number 20 to be displayed [5].

C. Error Codes:

The chip provides the following error codes.

55 = word too long
66 = word too short
77 = no match

D. Clearing Memory

To erase all words in memory press “99” and then “CLR”. The numbers will quickly scroll by on the digital display as the memory is erased [11].

E. Changing & Erasing Words

Trained words can easily be changed by overwriting the original word. For instances suppose word six was the word “Capital” and you want to change it to the word “State”. Simply retrain the word space by pressing “6” then the TRAIN key and saying the word “State” into the microphone. If one wishes to erase the word without replacing it with another word press the word number (in this case six) then press the CLR key. Word six is now erased.

F. Voice Security System

This circuit isn’t designed for a voice security system in a commercial application, but that should not prevent anyone from experimenting with it for that purpose. A common approach is to use three or four keywords that
must be spoken and recognized in sequence in order to open a lock or allow entry[13].

III. MORE ON THE HM2007 CHIP

The HM2007[25] is a CMOS voice recognition LSI (Large Scale Integration) circuit. The chip contains an analog front end, voice analysis, regulation, and system control functions. The chip may be used in a stand alone or CPU connected.

Features:
- Single chip voice recognition CMOS LSI
- Speaker dependent
- External RAM support
- Maximum 40 word recognition (.96 second)
- Maximum word length 1.92 seconds (20 word)
- Microphone support
- Manual and CPU modes available
- Response time less than 300 milliseconds
- 5V power supply

Following conditions must be performed before/when power-up of the hm2007:
- pin cpum must be logical high (pdip pin 14, plcc pin 15), this means select Cpu-mode.
- pin wlen must be logical low (pdip pin 13, plcc pin 14), this means select 0.92 sec word length. This is very important; else the hm2007 will lock, or give Wrong command answer when result data is read.

A. Pin Configuration:

![Figure 2 : Pin configuration of HM2007P](image)

IV. CODING

```c
void main() {
    TRISB = 0xFF;  // Set PORTB as input
    Usart_Init(9600); // Initialize UART module at 9600
    Delay_ms(100); // Wait for UART module to stabilize
    Usart_Write('S');
    Usart_Write('T');
    Usart_Write('A');
    Usart_Write('R');
    Usart_Write('T'); // and send data via UART
    Usart_Write('T');
    while(1)
    {
        if(PORTB==0x01)
        {
            Usart_Write('1'); // and send data via UART
            while(PORTB==0x01)
            {
            }
        }
        if(PORTB==0x02)
        {
            Usart_Write('2'); // and send data via UART
            while(PORTB==0x02)
            {
            }
        }
        if(PORTB==0x03)
        {
            Usart_Write('3'); // and send data via UART
            while(PORTB==0x03)
            {
            }
        }
        if(PORTB==0x04)
        {
            Usart_Write('4'); // and send data via UART
            while(PORTB==0x04)
            {
            }
        }
        if(PORTB==0x05)
        {
            Usart_Write('5'); // and send data via UART
            while(PORTB==0x05)
            {
            }
        }
        if(PORTB==0x06)
        {
            Usart_Write('6'); // and send data via UART
            while(PORTB==0x06)
            {
            }
        }
        if(PORTB==0x07)
        {
            Usart_Write('7'); // and send data via UART
            while(PORTB==0x07)
            {
            }
        }
    }
```
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Experiment conducted in following circumstances
1. The room should be sound proof.
2. Humidity should not be greater than 50%.
3. The person speaking should be close to microphone.
4. It does not depend on temperature.

VI. ANALYSIS

A. Sensitivity of system
Testing signal: impulse of 10 Hz
Testing on: DSO 100 Hz bandwidth
Response time: 50 ms

B. Response to sinusoidal
Testing signal: sinusoidal of 3.9999 Mhz
Response time: 10 ms

C. Voice recognition analysis
Testing Signal: human voice
Error produced: 0.4%
Response time: 15 ms
VII. CONCLUSION

From above explanation we conclude that HM2007 can be used to detect voice signals accurately. After detecting voice signals these can be used to operate the mouse as explained earlier. Thus, we can implement microcontroller in voice recognition system for human machine interface in embedded system.
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